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Arizona Quotes 
 
Head Coach Niya Butts 
“I’m very disappointed in the outcome but we did better on the boards, out rebounding them by 21, but the 20 
turnovers really hurt us. We just threw a lot of extra opportunities down the drain.”  
 
“We have to see if we can rectify our missed lay-ups. We missed too many tonight but it’s difficult to get a 
better look that that. We just have to go back to the drawing board as coaches and see what we can do.” 
 
On the final play 
“We just couldn’t get the ball inbounds. We didn’t have a lot of time, and we were trying to get the ball in to one 
of our guards, but Colorado was playing very aggressive defense and we didn’t want to risk turning the ball 
over, which is why I chose to take those timeouts, instead of going with our normal inbounds play.” 
 
“We just didn’t hit our shots today but it was the lay-ups that really killed us. We need to put the ball in the 
hole.” 
 
 “We still have a lot of season left to play, and we just have to keep reminding the team of that, and that we as 
a coaching staff are confident in their abilities. We’re going on the road to the Washington schools, and it’s 
going to be difficult but I know if we stay focused and keep up our energy, we’ll be able to have some success. 
The Washington schools are going to be aggressive because they see that we’ve been having trouble closing 
out games but we will continue to fight and play hard. It’s not like these were blowout losses.” 
 
Sophomore Guard Candice Warthen 
On the final play 
“They were just playing really aggressive defense, and it was really hard to get open. I probably could have 
gotten closer on the final shot, but I didn’t. Our energy level is really important. We’re going on the road, and 
we want to win, which is very difficult.” 
 
Sophomore Forward Erica Barnes 
“In practice, rebounding was our main focus but points and scoring really fell back. I think we’ll be okay when 
we go play the Washington schools though. Our energy has been low but today it was higher. We just didn’t 
come out with the win and that’s disappointing.” 
 
Senior Guard Reiko Thomas 
“Obviously, it’s very disappointing but we’re still getting better, we haven’t peaked yet, and we have a lot of 
basketball to play. I think we’ll be better in the second half and we’ll be able to finish. Coach stressed that it 
was disappointing that we lost but we did a lot better rebounding. It was our turnovers that really cost us.” 
 
On Colorado’s final basket: 
“We were really concerned with shooters, especially on the perimeter, and Chucky Jeffery just got around and 
was able to get the open shot.” 


